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Abstract. Most spatial light modulators (SLMs) are limited in that they
cannot produce arbitrary complex modulations. Because phase and am-
plitude are usually coupled, it is difficult to computer design appropriate
modulation patterns fast enough for the real-time applications for which
SLMs are suited. Dramatic computational speedups can be achieved by
using encoding algorithms that directly translate desired complex values
into values that the modulator can produce. For coherently illuminated
SLMs in a Fourier transform arrangement, pseudorandom encoding can
be used. Each SLM pixel is programmed in sequence by selecting a
single value of pixel modulation from a random distribution having an
average that is identical to the desired fully complex modulation. While
the method approximates fairly arbitrary complex modulations, there are
always some complex values that are outside the encoding range for
each SLM coupling characteristic and for each specific pseudorandom
algorithm. Using the binary random distribution leads to methods of
evaluating and geometrically interpreting the encoding range. Evalua-
tions are presented of achieving fully complex encoding with SLMs that
produce less than 2p of phase shift, identifying an infinite set of encoding
algorithms that encode the same value, identification of the maximum
encoding range, and geometric interpretation of encoding errors. © 1999
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [S0091-3286(99)01702-X]

Subject terms: spatial light modulators; computer generated holography;
complex-valued encoding; statistical optics.
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1 Introduction

The encoding of fully complex functions onto comput
generated Fourier transform holograms was first introdu
by Brown and Lohmann.1,2 The method and other subs
quent fully complex encoding methods, reviewed in Refs
to 5, provide the ability to transparently specify desir
far-field diffraction patterns in terms of Fourier transfor
identities, tables and other well known relationships, ma
that are known in closed form. An example of a syste
application is the potential of using phase-only spatial lig
modulators~SLMs! to produce and steer multiple spots
arbitrary directions independent of each other in real tim6

The ability to directly encode and represent desired co
plex valued modulation provides the numerical efficien
required to design a continuous stream of modulations
real time. Other real-time applications that can benefit fr
complex-valued representations are considered in Re
Additional advantages of complex valued representation
terms of the fidelity of computer generated hologra
~CGHs! and diffractive optical elements were also cons
ered by Kettunen et al.7 Certainly the recognition of thes
various advantages has also spurred the developmen
demonstration of fully complex modulators.8–11 No fully
Opt. Eng. 38(2) 361–367 (February 1999) 0091-3286/99/$10.00
.

d

complex SLM is commercially available, however, and t
most recent demonstrations of fully complex SLMs requ
the use of multiple SLMs. For these reasons, compl
valued representations continue to be of interest.

Most of the early CGH design methods treat multip
pixels as a single group to realize a single complex val
By grouping pixels, the space-bandwidth product of t
signal is necessarily less than that of the CGH. Theref
the useable bandwidth of the reconstruction is limited
only a fraction of the entire bandwidth set by the pix
sample spacing. This is especially important today wh
electrically addressed SLMs are relatively expensive a
consist of a small number of pixels compared to fixed p
tern CGHs and diffractive optics.

One early technique that does use a single pixel to r
resent a complex value is the original kinoform, in whic
the magnitudes of each complex value are set to unit12

Due to noise and inaccuracies in the reconstruction,7 how-
ever, most phase-only CGHs now are designed using v
ous numerically intensive global search algorithms.13–18 In
some real-time systems, the filter design may need to
done on-line, which may not enable global searches to
performed. Other single pixel methods are the minimu
361© 1999 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Cohn: Analyzing the encoding range . . .
Euclidean distance~MED! methods for matched filter19 and
CGH ~Ref. 20! design. MED optimizes a performance me
ric as a function of a complex-valued factor that scales
the desired complex values. The performance metric is
culated for each value of the scale factor. Once the o
mum scale factor is found, each desired complex valu
mapped to the closest realizable value on the modula
characteristic. This two parameter search requires cons
ably less computation to perform than the global search

MED and related studies21,22 are important in that they
describe filter design methods in such ways that the m
ods apply to a wide variety of modulation characteristi
This recognizes the fact that current electrically and o
cally addressed SLMs have widely varied modulation ch
acteristics that are usually not accurately described as b
pure phase or amplitude modulators. Instead, these S
exhibit various degrees of coupling between amplitude
phase, as reported in a number of papers on SLM mod
tion characteristics.23–26

Pseudorandom encoding,27 the subject of this paper, is
single pixel method that has been primarily applied to CG
design. The procedure for mapping a desired comp
value to a realizable pixel modulation is a noniterative a
numerically efficient operation. When the CGH is illum
nated by a uniform plane wave, the far-field diffractio
pattern approximates the desired reconstruction in an a
age sense. Superimposed on the desired reconstruction
white noise pattern that covers the entire reconstruc
plane. The energy in the noise is equivalent to the err
between the desired complex values and the realized
ues. By spreading the noise over the full extent of the
construction plane, the noise level is, on average, the low
possible for a fixed level of error energy. This can
compared28 with error diffusion methods for CGHs. Th
reconstruction from the error diffused hologram also p
duces a noise cloud, but the noise cloud and desired re
struction appear in different regions of the reconstruct
plane. Thus, unlike error diffusion, pseudorandom enc
ing enables the desired reconstruction to be formed a
where in the full extent of the reconstruction plane. T
noise level from pseudorandom encoding a particular sig
still might be unacceptably high, however, there are sim
calculations that can be performed prior to encoding t
measure the noise,27,29 and many pseudorandom encod
designs with negligible noise backgrounds have been
ported to date.27,29–31

Originally pseudorandom encoding was introduced27 for
phase-only SLMs, and then ways to generalize this met
to amplitude-phase coupled modulators were considere31

A useful result from this study was the development o
closed form encoding algorithm in which the values of a
given coupled modulation characteristic could be explic
placed in the formula.31 However, numerical evaluation
show that some complex values could not be encoded
this method. These observations led to more fundame
analyses of the properties of pseudorandom encoding
cluding the encoding range and the amount of error sig
produced by encoding. The greatest progress was mad
using binary statistics that, in addition to numerical ea
provide useful geometrical interpretations of various pro
erties of the pseudorandom encoding methods. This p
specifically describes this analysis technique and pres
362 Optical Engineering, Vol. 38 No. 2, February 1999
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examples that, in addition to illustrating the analysis tec
nique, are used to identify properties of pseudorandom
coding that were not previously known. Sec. 2 reviews
mathematics of pseudorandom encoding and specialize
problem for the use of binary statistics. Then in Sec.
these tools are applied to evaluating the encoding range
encoding errors for SLMs having a variety of modulatio
characteristics.

2 Pseudorandom Encoding of Fully Complex
Functions

2.1 General Description of Pseudorandom
Encoding

All pseudorandom encoding algorithms specify the mod
lation of any given pixel in terms of a user specified ra
dom variable. The statistical properties of the random va
able are selected in such a way that the expected valu
average, of the random modulation is identical to the
sired, but unobtainable, fully complex value. The desir
complex-valued modulation is writtenac5(ac ,cc) and the
resulting modulation by the SLM isa5(a,c), where the
ordered pairs are the polar representations of the com
quantities. Complex quantities are indicated by bold ty
The pseudorandom encoding design statement is, in g
eral, to find a value of the ensemble average

^a&5E ap~a!da, ~1!

of the random variablea such that̂ a&5ac . The statistical
properties ofa are determined by its probability densit
function p(a). The probability density function~pdf! is se-
lectedto ensure that the expected value ofa and the desired
complex value are identical. Thisselectionof a pdf corre-
sponds to solving the integral equation, Eq.~1! for p(a).
The solution is not unique since the integral in Eq.~1! is a
projection from the multidimensional space ofa into a
single value^a&. After an appropriate density function i
determined, the desired complex valueac is encoded by
drawing a single value ofa from a random distribution
having the density functionp(a). Since the value ofa is
found deterministically by computer, rather than from
random process occurring in nature, the procedure has b
termed pseudorandom encoding.

This general pseudorandom encoding prescription is
plied to each pixel in sequence to encode the desired
tially varying complex modulationsac . Using i as the spa-
tial coordinate, the spatial samples of the desired comp
modulation, the density function and the random modu
tion can be written asaci , pi(ai) and ai . ~This indexing
scheme can be conveniently applied to 1-D or 2-D arr
and it is not restricted to equally spaced samples.!

The far-field diffraction pattern of the encoded modu
tion ai approximates the desired diffraction pattern. Th
can be seen by comparing the intensity of the desired
field diffraction pattern with the ensemble average diffra
tion pattern that would result from the encoded modulati
The intensity pattern of the desired diffraction pattern fro
an N sample fully complex SLM is
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Cohn: Analyzing the encoding range . . .
I c~ f x!5U(
i 51

N

AciU2

5UFS (
i 51

N

aciDU2

, ~2!

whereF$•% is the Fourier transform operator,Aci( f x) is the
Fourier transform of the transmittance of thei ’th pixel of
the SLM, andf x is the spatial coordinate across the Four
plane. The expected intensity of the diffraction pattern fro
the encoded modulation was derived for the condition t
the random variableai for the i ’th pixel is statistically in-
dependent ofaj for all j not equal toi . Under the pseudo
random design condition̂ai&5aci the ensemble averag
pattern is expressed27,29

^I ~ f x!&5I c~ f x!1(
i 51

N

~^uA i u2&2uAciu2!, ~3!

whereA i( f x) is the Fourier transform ofai . The expected
intensity consists of two terms. The first term is the desi
diffraction pattern from Eq.~2!. The second term, theN
term summation, represents the average level of ba
ground~i.e., speckle! noise that is produced as a result
the randomness of the modulation. It is the error sig
referred to in the introduction. For the case of pixels th
are modeled as pointlike apertures, the average backgro
noise is of constant intensity for all frequenciesf x ~i.e., it is
white.!

2.2 Encoding Error Defined

Eq. ~3! identifies individually the noise contribution of eac
pixel. Therefore insight can be gained by evaluating
noise contribution in the modulation plane. Under the
sumption that the pixels are infinitesimally wide apertur
the inverse Fourier transform of the noise from a sin
SLM pixel @i.e., a single term from the summation in E
~3!# gives the encoding error

«5^uau2&2uacu2, ~4!

where the subscript has been dropped to simplify prese
tion. ~If the pixels are finite width, then an autocorrelatio
of the pixel aperture function would also be included in t
formula.27 This term is dropped because it adds no essen
insight to the current discussion.! In the next subsection
Eqs. ~1! and ~4! are specialized for the case wherea is a
binary random variable.

2.3 Pseudorandom Encoding with the Binary
Distribution and Geometric Interpretation

The probability density function for the binary distributio
is

p~a!5dd~a2a1!1~12d!d~a2a2!, ~5!

whered~•! is the Dirac delta function,a1 anda2 are a pair
of complex values from the modulation characteristic and
and 12d are the probabilities of selectinga1 anda2 . Since
d is a probability, its value is between 1 and 0. Using t
binary density function in Eq.~1! gives an expression fo
the effective complex amplitude of
-

d

-

l

^a&5da11~12d!a2 . ~6!

Eq. ~6! is recognized as the expression for a line as a fu
tion of the variabled. Ford51, a1 is encoded, ford50, a2

is encoded and for values ofd between 1 and 0, any valu
lying on the line segment betweena1 and a2 can be en-
coded. Therefore, theencoding rangeof pseudorandom bi-
nary encoding is the line segment that connectsa1 to a2 as
illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.3.1 The binary encoding formula

For a given value ofd the desired complex valueac(d)
5^a& is represented~i.e., encoded! by a single randomly
selected value

a5a1 if 0<s<d,
~7!

a5a2 if d,s<1,

wheres is a uniformly distributed random number betwe
0 and 1.

2.3.2 Binary encoding error

Evaluating Eq.~4! using Eqs.~5! and ~6! and the expecta-
tion

^uau2&5dua1u21~12d!ua2u2, ~8!

the encoding error can be written

«5d~12d!@a1
21a2

222a1a2 cos~c12c2!#. ~9!

The error is written in terms of the magnitudes and pha
of ai5(ai ,c i) to show that the term in the brackets is th
familiar formula for the ‘‘law of cosines,’’ which gives the
squared magnitude of the line segmenta12a2 . Thus the
encoding error can be written

«5d~12d!ua12a2u2. ~10!

Using the main premise of pseudorandom encoding
ac[^a&, Eq. ~6! can be rearranged to make the two re
tionships evident

Fig. 1 Geometric relationships for pseudorandom encoding the de-
sired value ac using random binary selection of modulator values a1

and a2 .
363Optical Engineering, Vol. 38 No. 2, February 1999
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Cohn: Analyzing the encoding range . . .
ac2a25d~a12a2!,
~11!

a12ac5~12d!~a12a2!.

These lengths are indicated on Fig. 1. Using Eq.~11! in Eq.
~10! shows that binary pseudorandom encoding error
be expressed as

«5ua12acuuac2a2u. ~12!

Written in this form, the encoding error can be direc
interpreted as the product of the lengths of the line s
mentsa1 to ac andac to a2 .

This section has~1! identified @following Eq. ~6!# that
the pseudorandom encoding range for any pair of comp
valued points is the line segment connecting those
points and~2! derived@Eq. ~12!# that the encoding error is
equal to the product of the lengths of the two line segme
that connecta1 to ac anda2 to ac . These two basic result
provide a useful tool for evaluating and understanding
encoding properties of various coupled SLM characteris
and, ultimately, developing new pseudorandom encod
algorithms for specific modulation characteristics. Their a
plication to the analysis of a variety of coupled modulati
characteristics is illustrated by the examples that follow
Sec. 3.

3 Illustrative Analyses of Pseudorandom
Encoding on Coupled SLMs

3.1 Phase-Only and Circular Modulation
Characteristics

Figure 2 shows a circular modulation characteristic on
complex plane. This is more general than phase-only
cause the center of the modulation characteristic~or curve!
is not necessarily located at zero. Off centered curves
typical of birefringent liquid crystal SLMs used with a po
larizer. As the polarizer is rotated away from the extraor
nary axis, the center of the modulation characteristic mo
away from the origin in the complex plane. Thus this ch
acteristic can be viewed as coupled in amplitude and ph

Fig. 2 Multiple possible pairs of modulation values (joined by
chords) that can pseudorandom encode the desired value ac for a
circular modulation characteristic. This construction shows that
there are an infinite number of possible binary pairs that encode ac .
364 Optical Engineering, Vol. 38 No. 2, February 1999
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However, it is not necessary to write the relationship b
tween amplitude and phase for the evaluations to be c
sidered here.

Figure 2 illustrates two interesting properties of pseud
random encoding for circular modulation characteristi
First, it can be seen by repeated plottings of Eq.~6! for
different values ofai anda2 that any complex value inside
the circular characteristic can be encoded by choosin
pair of points from the characteristic that are colinear w
the desired complex valueac . Second, it can be seen th
since probabilityd of selecting one endpoint can never e
ceed unity, no complex values outside the characteristic
be pseudorandom encoded. Third, it can be seen that t
are multiple pairs of points that can encode the same va
ac . Obviously there are an infinite number of solution
This nonuniqueness of pseudorandom encoding was
scribed in general in the text following Eq.~1!.

If there are multiple solutions possible, is there one p
ticular one that produces the least encoding error? It tu
out that for circular characteristics, the encoding error
identical for all possible solutions. This can be proved u
ing the geometric constructions in Fig. 3. For this statem
to be true then according to Eq.~12!

«c5 l 1l 25 l 3l 4 , ~13!

wherel i are the distances from the pointsai to ac . The line
segmenta1 to a2 in Fig. 3 passes through the center of t
circle. The radius of the circle can be assumed to be u
with no loss in generality. Also definingx512 l 3 as the
distance from the center toac leads to a straightforward
derivation. The law of cosines gives the expressions

l 1
222xl1 cosc2~12x2!50,

~14!
l 2
212xl2 cosc2~12x2!50,

where2cosc5cos (p2c) has been used to eliminate th
complementary anglep2c from the second expression i
Eq. ~14!. The positive roots to the quadratic equations a

l 15x cosc1~x2 cos2 c112x2!1/2,

Fig. 3 Geometric relationships used to prove that for a circular
modulation characteristic, the encoding error is identical for encod-
ing with any pair of points from the modulation characteristic that are
collinear with the desired value ac .
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Cohn: Analyzing the encoding range . . .
l 252x cosc1~x2 cos2 c112x2!1/2. ~15!

The product of the two lengths then simplifies to

«c5 l 1l 25~11x!~12x!, ~16!

which is independent of anglec and which is seen by in
spection of Fig. 3 to be identical tol 3l 4 .

3.2 Biradial Circular Modulation Characteristics

Figure 4 shows a circular SLM characteristic that, in ad
tion to the Fig. 2 characteristic, also can produce a mo
lation state at the center of the circle. For characteris
centered on the origin, this would be a phase-only SL
that also contains a 0 state. Using the geometric constru
tion in Fig. 4, we can see that the encoding error produ
by encoding with the pointsa5 anda4 is

«b5 l 5l 45x~12x!. ~17!

From the result in Eq.~16! or from the geometry in Fig. 4
we can see that encoding with the central point alw
produces less error than does biamplitude encoding wi
phase-only SLM. For a unit radius circular characteris
x5d and the ratio of the two types of error reduces to

«c

«b
511

1

d
. ~18!

Thus the encoding errors are always lower for the birad
SLM and substantially better when the desired comp
values are close to zero.

3.3 Non-2p SLMs, Discrete SLMs and Convoluted
Modulation Characteristics

Figure 5 shows a phase-only SLM that does not produc
full 2p of phase modulation. The curve starts with pointa6

and ends with pointa7 . Obviously, any value on a line
between these two points can be pseudorandom enco
Also line segments can be drawn that fill in the interior
the region bounded by the modulation curve and the

Fig. 4 Constructions used in the comparison of the encoding error
for biradial and circular modulation characteristics. We show in the
text that when encoding the desired value ac , the error is always
lower if the biradial modulation values a4 and a5 are used rather
than the values a1 and a2 from the single radius portion of the modu-
lation characteristic.
d.

tremal line segmenta6 to a7 . The interior region~shown by
both shading patterns! forms a convex set. The key result o
this analysis is that by appropriately scaling the desi
complex values~to fit within the circular, fully complex
region in Fig. 5! it would be possible to pseudorando
encode any fully complex function with the non-2p phase-
only characteristic.

Figure 6 shows a convoluted characteristic. Some co
plex values that in a sense areoutsidethe modulation char-
acteristic can also be encoded by binary pseudorandom
coding. There are three extremal line segments in Fig
that, together with the convex portions of the modulati
curve, define the boundary on the convex set of encoda
values. Using binary encoding analysis to evaluate the
coding range shows that the encoding range can be sig
cantly larger than one might at first assume.

The encoding range of a discrete modulation charac
istic is evaluated in Fig. 7. Here only values on the six li

Fig. 5 Encoding range (shaded) for a non-2p phase-only SLM
(thick curve). The thin line represents the values that can be pseu-
dorandom encoded using the endpoints a6 and a7 of the modulation
characteristic. The fully complex range is the largest circular region
surrounding the origin. Therefore the non-2p modulator can repre-
sent a fully complex modulator if the desired complex-valued modu-
lation are scaled so that their values fit within the fully complex re-
gion.

Fig. 6 Encoding range for a nonconvex modulation characteristic
(thick curve). The three thin lines together with the convex portions
of the SLM bound the convex region that can be pseudorandom
encoded. The two shading patterns are used to distinguish the non-
convex region inside the modulation characteristic from the addi-
tional range that the analysis using the properties of binary statistics
has identified as being encodable.
365Optical Engineering, Vol. 38 No. 2, February 1999
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Cohn: Analyzing the encoding range . . .
segments connecting the four realizable points can be p
dorandom encodedusing binary distributions. However,
other random distributions can be used to encode the e
region surrounded by curvea8 ,a9 ,a10,a11,a8 . One ap-
proach for doing this is to build up more involved distrib
tions out of combinations of binary distributions. Th
dashed line in Fig. 7 represents the set of values that c
be encoded betweena9 andac if the valueac were part of
the modulation characteristic. However the valueac is the
result of binary pseudorandom encoding using the val
a8 anda9 , and it is not part of the characteristic. Noneth
less it is possible to randomly select betweena9 andac so
that the desired valueac8 can be realized on average. Th
two step encoding formula was evaluated as being equ
lent to a single encoding formula using a ternary distrib
tion that selects between the pointsa8 , a9 , and a10. A
derivation of such a formula~though not applied to discret
SLMs! is given in Ref. 31. From this analysis, it becom
apparent that by varying the value ofac it is possible to
encode the entire region interior toa8 ,a9 ,a10,a8 using a
ternary encoding formula. The region interior
a8 ,a10,a11,a8 can be pseudorandom encoded in a sim
manner.

4 Summary and Conclusions

The use of binary statistics leads to extremely simple ps
dorandom encoding formulas. Perhaps the greatest valu
using the binary distribution is that it provides significa
insight and even a graphical interpretation of the opera
and performance of pseudorandom encoding. Evaluat
have been presented for a variety of amplitude-ph
coupled SLM characteristics. In each case a convex reg
was identified by simple graphical constructions. An e
tremely simple formula for determining the encoding er
was presented. Applying it to circular SLM characterist
showed there to be no advantage as to which pair of mo
lation values are used in the encoding formula. For non
cular SLM characteristics, however, significant reductio
in encoding error are possible. We also found that pha
only SLMs that produce phase modulations greater thap
but less than 2p can also be pseudorandomly encoded w
fully complex functions. Also discussed were ways to bu
up more complicated functions out of combinations of
nary distributions. This was used to demonstrate that

Fig. 7 Encoding range for a four-value discrete modulation charac-
teristic. Binary pseudorandom encoding only encodes values on the
six line segments. However, any other value (e.g., ac8) in the convex
region bounded by the lines connecting a8 , a9 , a10 , a11 , and a8
could be encoded by a combination of binary encoding algorithms.
366 Optical Engineering, Vol. 38 No. 2, February 1999
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crete modulation characteristics can represent fully co
plex functions over a continuous region in the compl
plane. This result is especially significant in light of th
digital addressing of SLMs and the small number of pha
steps used in most multilevel binary diffractive optic
Therefore, this analysis method proves to be a useful
that can accelerate the development and broaden the a
cability of pseudorandom encoding algorithms to a wi
variety of amplitude-phase coupled modulator characte
tics.
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